. This is the XML-RDF format of the OWL exported file from Protégé. <owl:Class> and </owl:Class> show the start and end of a subject, in here 'speed-accuracy' class.
. Red section of the code is SPARQL query. This query looks for objects connected to a class/subject using their properties. 'query_with_placeholder' passes the query string to 'g.query' from 'rdflib' library. "$ENTITY_CODE" is a placeholder for the name of class provided by the user or other queries. Figure S3 . This is an example of contents in final text file for 'speed-accuracy trade-off', each variable is separated by '::' which helps when extracting data from the file. It starts by name of biological model, its TRIZ thesis and antithesis, abstract of the paper, followed by IPs and Sub IPs and any other information needed. Figure S4 . This is a portion of JavaScript code in HTML where E2BMO graph is created, we are using google Word-Tree visualization to develop the hierarchical graph shown in Figure 7 .
